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About This Game

In Guiding Hand VR the player is tasked with protecting and leading a small community of gnomes. Help them gather
resources, build a village and defend it against waves of wolves and other, darker things, emerging from the mist.

 

Strategy:

Find good defensive spots to place your buildings.

 

Gather Resources:

Assign the gnomes different tasks, or grab your hammers and do it yourself.
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Fight:

Your bow along with your defensive structures will give you a shot at surviving the dark nights.
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Title: Guiding Hand VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Winter's Chill Studio
Publisher:
Winter's Chill Studio
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8.1 or later

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX970 / AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

English
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This game is pretty awesome. It feels simple but they put so much detail and effort into it. The aesthetics of the game are pretty
cool as well. The little in game bonuses add a great touch to this game along with the music as well. Overall great game and
would recommend especially for the price.. Pretty nice game, only problem is the fact that the world is tiny and there are no
bosses :(. Well it a mixed bag, visually is really good, more realistic than most hog games but there is no support for wide
screen, low resolution, some hog scenes are hard and tedious, items you have to find could be on the edge of the screen barley
visible or everything is in so similar tone that it is very hard to find anything, you even have magnifying glass to make it little bit
easier but still it is tedious and frustrating. Some puzzles are also to tedious, like when you have ripped piece of plain paper and
you can rotate every piece, no details just clean paper. And on top of that there is almost no voice overs, cut scenes are stiff
garbage, there are only tiny little bits of story and game is cut in the middle, no ending, feel like developers run out of time and
money and call it done.. Very poor, promises plenty delivers little, even in the tutorial the interface does not work, plus the
horrendous racist german voice overs are enough to completely ruin what could have been a good game, garbage, avoid!. i dont
like it. worst 14\u20ac I've ever spent in a long time, here's why:
- game won't start up for minutes, then I get to look at the splash screen for several more minutes
- the main menu screen is being displayed with 1-2 fps and it's a pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to
configure anything
- cannot find ANY games, no competitive, no arcade, no limited-time-gamemode, NEITHER DOES THE SERVER
BROWSER WORK
- constant stutters when being on the training map

- they simply made the same mistakes after the failed early access start AGAIN. this will AGAIN lead to the playerbase dying
within days\/ weeks. Fun and simple game!

Keep the fire going and the kids entertained while keeping an eye over your shoulder for the bear pacing around your camp.

Definently some moments that will make you panic a bit.

The devs are also active in seeking out and listening to feed back.. For the first time in any Total War game since I was a kid I
actually lost in a campaign. I don't know how, as I somewhat ignored diplomacy my first game, but suddenly I was at war with
every god damn faction on the map. I tried to survive as long as I could, but at the end I ahd to concede to Liu Bei and his 3
doomstacks

Finally a challenging Total War game.

P.S: The game kept spamming me to lower the difficulty, low-key telling me "you suck". Damn, that's savage.. the games
controls are poorly maped making it hard to recomend. A nice, relaxing, little game from the good people over at Samurai Punk.
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Just terrible, do not buy,
The font isn't legible at times... in a typing game, and the menu doesn't work.

. This game's been dead for years, don't buy it.. Well, looks like lots stuff happen after my last edit.

And I'm changing my comment, again.

But this time - NOT RECOMMEND.

According my score right now I don't think it matters but well,
I'm not here to save my score anyway.

There're good parts:

1. Enemies are cute.
2. Metroid style level design.
3. Fighting System is interesting, smooth and satisfying.
4. If you died, you respawn fast and right where you are.
  (There's no save room like Super Metroid)
5. They fix bugs pretty quick.

Also some acceptable bad parts:

1. Not friendly keyboard support.
2. Annoying enemy design(for some)
3. And no "recovery time" after you're knock down.

I originaly support the devs because I BELIEVE they'll make TAIKER better.
But after the issues they have in PR, in their game content which violate laws.
One of the devs still showed his\/her "HOSIPITALITY" with his\/her "PERSONALITY".

I lost my faith.

In the end, if you're interest in things I mentioned.
You can buy this sweet piece of pie.
I stll think it's worth a bite.
But not worth waiting, for now.

------(4 Dec @ 12:46pm edited)-----

To my understanding, the developers have some issues in PR.
Also not as careful as I thought they'd be in their game content.
But they respond quick if the situation is urgent.

So yeah, take these into you consideration before and after buying TAIKER.

For me, I STILL RECOMMENDED IT.

Because I believed it has potential, worth trying.

The pros and cons were in the original post, if you're interested.

-----(Original post)-----
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Played it for a hour, had ran into deadly bug two times.
About to refund but the devs act quick enough.
I played it again and game work nicely.

I would recommend this sweet piece of pie for the following reasons:

1. Enemies are cute(while main characters aren't as same XD)
2. Metroid style level design.
3. Fighting System is interesting, smooth and satisfying
4. SUPER QUICK RESPAWN, YES.

This game still need some polishing.
Like more friendly keyboard support.
Less annoying enemies design and forgiving combat setups.
Still I believe it got some potential.

Worth a try :D. Great game if you have loads of time and want a good story.
The water colour style portrays the gamebook style well, with a good voice over reminding me of early 40-60 sci-fi narration.
The decisions on offer do not have always have obvious outcomes were the theme is exploring an alien ship it is very fitting that
you at times have some pure guess work based on loose clues.
The big BUT: the action parts of the game if it wasn't for the amount of time and button clicks it takes to just move around
would be a non talking point letting the gamebook gameplay shine, but it is so slow and messes so badly with the pacing of the
game if you can only pick a few games to fill a small amount of time you get them give this game a wide birth. Plus the storyline
is not really simple enough to fit into a pick up and put down style, which for me is a plus but again for people with busier
schedule would be a negative.

Full review\/gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/9qmtk0g1KZM. Best. Game. Ever. Very addictive game. I would say I like it as much
if not better than Game Dev Tycoon. Pretty much the same just with a diff look and slight diff feel to it. It is still in EA so if
your uncomfortable with that just wait till it hits beta or something. Its still a very fun game atm not even finished. I just hit
$1.2b with my company "Next" and all I sell are adventures, war strategies and consoles. This is my third play threw so far and
best as well. I finaly know what im doing lol. The trick is to focus on 2-3 diff game types, ex: adventure, strat and rpg or
something then just juggle them around so you dont build the same type back to back and youll make plenty of money this way..
This game is much more platformer than RPG. Not bad, but not what I was expecting.
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